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The greatest potential your organization has is your people. Success is
not solitary, and Jennifer is passionate about helping individuals and
audiences uncover theirs, make a strategic impact, and elevate
workculture through collaboration and compassion. 

Jennifer is an energetic speaker who brings +15 years of training and
speaking experience for Fortune 500 organizations and high growth
startups.





Topics
Uniquely Awesome Teams
Transform your team from a group of individuals who
struggle to collaborate into a high performing team.
By the end of this workshop, your team will know
their strengths, the role each person plays, and have
a clear picture on how to win as a team. 

Elevate Your Brand
Want to make recruitment a breeze, increase sales
and brand awareness, and position your top talent as
the thought leaders they are? Personal brands build
employer brands, and this workshop teaches them
how to do it. 

Best Boss Blueprint
Want to cultivate exceptional leadership? Then your
managers need to know the standard operating
principles of great bosses. By the time this workshop
is done, they will have a plan to be leaders your
employees love working for. 

Unghostable Goals
You know how you do annual goal settings, and a
year later look at the goals and giggle about how
irrelevant they are? That won’t happen again after
this workshop.

Amplify Your Potential
Career growth is one of the highest priorities for top
talent. But when they get the promotion they’ve been
working for, too many realize they’re in over their
heads. Preparing your future leaders sets them up
for success, and enables them to have an easier and
more efficient transition into people management.  

Become Unignorable
Your employees want to make an impact, let's help
them make it unignorable. In this workshop, they'll
learn how to identify priorities, plot impact that aligns
with their strengths, and how to evangelize the
results.



When I started my career as a trainer in 2009, I knew that's what I wanted to do for life.
Over my career, I've created custom training solutions for some of the largest companies
in the world including Mastercard, Accenture, and many more. I'm thrilled that facilitating
training, and eureka moments, is still a core part of what I do. - Jennifer

Success is Personal
Training and enablement is not a one size fits all solution, so we offer a range of solutions
we tailor to meet your organization's unique needs.

Keynote
Full day workshops
Half day workshop
One hour workshop or panel
Multi-day employee offsites

Ongoing talent development &
coaching
Custom on-demand trainings
White labelled on-demand training
Completely custom
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